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bstract

Policy makers have become increasingly concerned at the lack of risk capital available to new and early-stage entrepreneurial
entures. As a public response to a perceived market failure, several governments have set up programs to channel equity finance
o capital constrained but high potential, young enterprises. Critically, government support is often directed through the agency of
rivate venture capital funds. We examine the profit distribution and compensation structures used in these hybrid public/private
unds. We appraise government policy makers’ ability to use these structures to improve the expected returns in market failure areas
n order to attract private sector investors and professional managers to participate in these funds. The results derived from our
C
TE

imulation study suggest that such asymmetric profit sharing models can only resolve relatively modest market failures unless the
rograms also manage to attract highly competent investors who are able to produce above average gross returns in market failure
reas.

2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Over the last decade, governments around the world
ave increasingly channelled public financing to high
otential, new ventures through private sector venture
apital (VC) firms (Armour and Cumming, 2004; Da Rin
t al., 2006; Leleux and Surlemont, 2003; Lerner, 2002;
ECD, 1997). These vehicles by which independent
U
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funded hybrid venture capital funds, Research Policy (2007), doi:1

enture capital firms are used to channel and allo-
ate public financial support are termed ‘hybrid funds’
OECD, 1997).
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The existing body of knowledge has two shortcom-
ings from the perspectives of policy makers facing the
decision of how to best structure such funds to attract
competent private sector financers and managers. First,
several alternative mechanisms have been deployed in
numerous countries, and as a result, the characteris-
tics and results of these interventions are obscured by
the diversity of underlying structures, idiosyncrasies of
the national institutional environments, and the spe-
cific time periods at which they were active. Although
there are multiple studies on publicly supported ven-
ture capital programs, these analyses mostly operate at
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

a country specific level (e.g. Ayayi, 2004; Avnimelech 23

and Teubal, 2006; Dossani and Kenney, 2002; Lerner, 24

1999; Cumming, in press; Cumming and MacIntosh, 25

2006). Where international comparisons are attempted 26
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who can produce above average gross returns in market 117

failure areas.1 118

1 Although there is little empirical evidence on the effects of different
profit sharing models on the quality of investors attracted, several more
successful government programs have explicitly targeted the entry of
new professional teams in the early-stage market. These programs
have used upside incentives that are supposedly more attractive for
the most competent investors including an open bidding process and
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(OECD, 1997; Modena, 2002; Gilson, 2003; Maula and
Murray, 2003; Lerner et al., 2005), the conclusions are
necessarily highly qualitative. Coherent and generic pol-
icy comparisons of cause and effect remain very difficult
to make.

Second, the venture capital literature addressing the
structuring of funds has approached the issue as pri-
marily a private sector activity. While the structuring of
a venture capital fund has been analysed from several
perspectives, including the compensation and incen-
tives of fund managers (Cooper and Carleton, 1979;
Gompers and Lerner, 1999; Schmidt and Wahrenburg,
2003), the structuring of fund agreements (Brophy and
Haessler, 1994), the structures of relationships (e.g.
Sahlman, 1990; Wright and Robbie, 1998), and the use of
covenants in venture partnership agreements (Gompers
and Lerner, 1996), these studies typically assume that
all limited partners (LPs) invest on equal terms (i.e. pari
passu). Therefore, in these previous studies, both general
(GPs) and limited partners are seen to have the specific
and exclusive goal of maximizing their net capital gain
over the life of the fund.

This earlier research, while valuable, becomes insuf-
ficient when different classes of LP with different
objectives are introduced. On the one hand, when assess-
ing the characteristics of individual programs at a point in
time, little can be seen as generalisable to the behaviour
and effectiveness of fund structures. On the other hand,
when considering the relationship between the limited
and managing partners, extant research does not accom-
modate the situation where one of the limited partners
has other goals that take precedence over the maximizing
of an economic return on investment. Given the rapidly
increasing international popularity of hybrid fund activ-
ities as a means of addressing ‘financing gap’ issues
(Maula and Murray, 2003; OECD, 1997, 2006), there is
an urgent need to understand the impacts of the different
design parameters of these novel publicly and privately
funded hybrid venture capital funds.

We address this research gap by providing an exam-
ination of the frequently used structures for profit
distribution (to the LPs) and compensation (of the GP)
employed in hybrid venture capital funds. In this paper,
we examine the following three aspects of these fund
structures. First, from the LPs’ perspective, we exam-
ine how different profit distribution structures alter the
expected net returns for private investors across a range
of expected portfolio gross return levels. Second, from
U
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GP’s perspective, we analyse how the components of
compensation structure alter the expected net compen-
sation of the GP for a range of expected portfolio gross
return levels. Finally, we address the interactions and
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particularly the limits of the distribution and compen-
sation structures in increasing the incentives for private
actors to participate in hybrid funds.

We approach the problems of idiosyncrasy and com-
parability by utilizing a simulation methodology. First,
we derive a representative set of profit distribution and
compensation structures from our examination of exist-
ing hybrid funds. We then build a simulation model of
a typical early-stage hybrid fund in order to examine
how these different structures affect the expected returns
to the participating limited and general partners from
the private sector. We focus on how the structures per
se influence the distribution of profits among LPs and
compensate the GP, in a range of gross portfolio return
levels. Although we do not seek to explain the overall
investment performance of the programs utilizing these
structures, the analysis of the limits of the profit sharing
models to boost net returns for given gross returns has
important implications for the design of such programs.

Our results indicate that the ability of the examined
structures to boost the net returns and thereby create
incentives for commercial participation of LPs and GPs
is limited in circumstances of low expected fund returns.
The largest discrepancy in expected fund performance
in terms of IRR (i.e. difference between the ex ante
expectations of both management and investors on the
performance of the hybrid fund when compared to a pri-
vate VC fund investing in a functioning market) that can
be effectively accommodated by the government sup-
ported structures is between five and nine percentage
units. The actual point at which these leveraged struc-
tures fail depends on the LPs’ and GP’s opportunity
costs. While there are circumstances when the examined
structures do succeed in creating incentives for private
sector actors to participate in publicly funded hybrid
funds, the applicability of these mechanisms is limited
to relatively modest levels of market failure unless the
programs manage to attract highly competent investors
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

professional due diligence process. Examples of such programs include
Israeli Yozma (Avnimelech and Teubal, 2006), Innovation Investment
Funds program in Australia (Cumming, in press), New Zealand Ven-
ture Investment Fund program (Lerner et al., 2005), and most recently
the Enterprise Capital Funds program in the United Kingdom.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows: first,
e review existing profit distribution and compensa-

ion structures targeted at private sector investors and
anagers in these hybrid funds and examine the policy

ogic of using venture capital as a support mechanism for
he financing of high potential young firms. Second, we
resent our model and outline its operationalisation by
eference to a generic, early-stage venture fund. Third,
e provide a description of the results of a simulation of

his model. Finally, we conclude by discussing the impli-
ations and importance of our findings for both theory
nd practice.

. Existing and past hybrid fund structures

.1. Governments’ motivation for involvement in
enture capital markets

Although the primary role for governments in devel-
ping a functioning venture capital market is considered
y venture capital practitioners, as well as many schol-
rs, to be restricted to the creation and maintenance
f conducive fiscal and legal environments for VC
nancing (Armour and Cumming, 2004; Da Rin et al.,
006; European Commission, 2001, 2005; EVCA, 2004;
ilson, 2003; Maula and Murray, 2003; OECD, 1997,
004), there is a strong and widespread ‘belief’2 by
any national governments of the necessity for pro-

ctive actions to support the emergence and operation of
ational venture capital industries.3 Government support
or venture capital markets is often motivated and legit-
mized both by a perceived ‘market failure’ or ‘financing
ap’ that is experienced by early-stage ventures (Cressy,
002; OECD, 2006) and by the positive impact that ven-
ure capital is seen to have a on job creation, innovation,
nd economic growth (Achleitner and Klöckner, 2005;
lemany and Martı́, 2005; Engel and Keilbach, 2002;
lorida and Kenney, 1988; Kortum and Lerner, 2000;
erner, 2002; Romain and van Pottelsberghe, 2004;
illiams, 1998). Although the evidence in the literature
U
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n the existence of financing gaps as well as on the effect
f venture capital on economic growth is still developing,
here has been nevertheless a significant growth across
everal developed countries in government supported

2 The term ‘belief’ is used advisedly. Arguments for government
nvolvement are often based on the example of the US. They very rarely
nclude any econometric estimations as to the shortfall of investments
r the welfare benefits of proposed programs.
3 For example, Lerner et al. (2005) state: “It is instructive to observe

hat all venture capital markets of which we are aware were initiated
ith government support.”
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structures targeted at facilitating risk capital investments
to new, high potential enterprises.

In order to correct for perceived supply-side failures
in domestic VC markets, several countries have set up
governmental VC organizations to invest either directly
in nascent and young ventures or indirectly as a lim-
ited partner in specialist VC funds focused on young
entrepreneurial ventures. Yet, state controlled investment
programs with civil servants identifying and support-
ing national champions via direct and preferential
investment activities is now viewed with considerable
circumspection. The practice of governments attempting
to ‘pick winners’ at a firm level has been largely dis-
credited (Avnimelech and Teubal, 2006; Gilson, 2003;
Modena, 2002; OECD, 1997, 2004; Wessner, 2002).
Similarly, direct involvement in new venture investment
by government agencies carries a material risk of mar-
ket disruption through the potential misallocation of
capital and the consequent ‘crowding out’ of private
investors (Armour and Cumming, 2004; Cumming and
MacIntosh, 2006; Leleux and Surlemont, 2003).

Accordingly, the involvement of commercially moti-
vated, private sector investors acting as ‘agents’ on behalf
of government ‘principals’ has now become the predom-
inant modus operandi. These indirect public investments
are done with the state’s involvement being subordinate
to the executive actions of experienced private sector
investors including venture capital GPs. However, if the
public investor wishes to utilise a venture capital GP
to channel funds to an area with a perceived market
failure, a hybrid structure where the private and public
sector investors invest under identical conditions may be
unattractive for the private investors.4 Such a pari passu
arrangement does little to alter expected outcomes that
led to the supply side, market failure in the first place.
Thus, the involvement of the GP and any private sec-
tor LPs in the fund will require the engineering of more
attractive profit expectations in order for them to be will-
ing to participate (Avnimelech and Teubal, 2006; Gilson,
2003; Hirsch, 2006; Maula and Murray, 2003; Murray
and Marriott, 1998).

2.2. Profit distribution structures for the limited
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

partners 202

Given considerable experimentation to find effective 203

prescriptions, the structures of the publicly and privately 204

4 At best, public money invested pari passu can increase the size and
scale efficiencies of the fund but at the cost of introducing a limited
partner with often widely different interests to the other investors.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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Fig. 1. Generic model of an ‘equity enhancement’ program based on
SBIC Figure based on UK’s Small Business Service presentation on
proposed Enterprise Capital Funds, 2004.

funded hybrid vehicles vary markedly by country. In
discussing the evolution of different profit distribution
structures in government’s support of venture capital,
it is important to acknowledge the contribution of the
Small Business Administration of the US government.
Specifically, the Small Business Investment Company
(SBIC) scheme which started in 1958 has become an
important benchmark program.5 This basic model of
an ‘equity enhancement’ program by which the state’s
involvement (either by direct investment or acting as a
guarantor to other fund raisers) enables additional and
cheaper funds to be raised – thereby creating a lever-
age advantage to private investors – has been reflected
in programs world-wide (see Fig. 1). For example, the
current activities by the UK government in devising
the Enterprise Capital Fund program to provide grow-
ing businesses with individual equity financings up to
a £ 2 million ceiling is a local interpretation of the
SBIC model (HM Treasury and Small Business Service,
2003).

Table 1 illustrates the main types of investment struc-
tures that have been used to facilitate the development
of an early stage, venture capital industry. While the
most used structure is the one that involves no asym-
metric profit distribution between public and private
LPs, there are several structures that aim to enhance
the expect returns of private LPs by alterations to the
distribution of profits, timing of investments, down-
side protection, and the payment of fund operating
costs.

Based on the effects of these structures on the profit
U
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distribution between private and public LP, they can be
classified in four generic categories:

5 Over the period 1959–2002, the SBIC program helped raise $
37.7 billion directed to some 90,000 businesses (US Small Business
Administration, 2003). The program represented 8% of total US ven-
ture capital dollars and 64% of US seed capital financings in the 8 years
1994–2002. Importantly, less than $ 10 billion of the finance raised
came from SBA guaranteed funds (US Small Business Administration,
2003).
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1. Differential timing of the investment ‘draw downs’
of public and private investors. The public funds are
drawn down first, followed by the private funding.
This earlier commitment of public funds shortens
the duration of the private investors’ investment and
thereby increases the private LPs’ internal rate of
return.

2. Leveraging the returns to private investors with debt.
Structuring the government participation as a loan
creates a leverage effect that increases the private LPs
profit when the IRR of the fund exceeds the interest
rate on the debt.

3. Capping the profits entitlement of the public investor.
This structure increases the relative share of any sur-
plus that the private investors receive. This has been
realised by limiting the profits for the public investor
and/or by providing private investors with an early
buy-out option of the (successful) fund.

4. Guarantee of compensation to the private investor
for loss of invested capital. A guarantee from the
public investor, rarely above 75% of the private
investors’ total loss, provides a degree of ‘down-side
protection’ by an unequal sharing of the costs of
unsuccessful investment outcomes. As a sole com-
ponent, such schemes protect rather than reward
investors by reducing the penalty of poor decision
making. In so doing, they create a moral hazard. Guar-
antees are usually an additional element to a hybrid
fund program.

We illustrate and analyse this categorization with the
results from a VC fund simulation.

2.3. Compensation structures for the general
partner

Government-assisted venture capital programs are
predominantly designed to encourage additional equity
finance for new or young, high potential ventures. While
the involvement of private investors increases the avail-
able financial resources, their allocation to attractive new
ventures requires substantial expertise, industry knowl-
edge and effort by the professional managers (GPs) of
these VC funds. Although the investors in a fund can also
occasionally act as its manager, e.g. in a bank-owned
‘captive’ VC fund, these roles are typically separated.

The venture capital industry is predominantly struc-
tured as limited liability partnerships (LLPs). Investors
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

become limited partners and venture capital managers 283

are the general partners of the fund (Fenn et al., 1995; 284

Sahlman, 1990). In a typical LLP, the general part- 285

ner effectively holds complete control over committed 286
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Table 1
Examples of existing profit distribution structures in government supported venture capital funds

Feature Description Profit distribution effects Examples (present and past) Category based on effects
on profit distribution

Public investor co-investing
with private investors

Government matching the investments
by private investors

Helps in setting up a fund. Also helps to build a
sufficiently big fund to benefit from economies of
scale. Investing in pari passu with private investors
does not have direct profit distribution effects

Public participation: <50%ofthefund:
Europe/EIF Finland/FII Israel/Yozma;
>50%ofthefund: Australia/IIF and
Pre-seed Fund USA/SBIC and SSBIC
UK/regional venture capital funds

Pari passu

Timing of cash flows Ordering of the cash flows so that
public investor puts the money in first
and gets the money out last

The IRR of the private investor can be enhanced
through timing of cash flows improving the
attractiveness of the fund

UK/regional venture capital funds Differential timing of the
investment of public and
private investors

Public participation as a loan Government provides its share of
capital as a loan with interest

The loan with interest creates a leverage effect on
the return of private investor when the returns from
the fund exceed the interest rate. Correspondingly,
losses are increased with low performance

USA/SBIC UK/ECF Leveraging the returns to
private investors with a loan

Capped return for public
investors

After the all the investors (including the
public investor) have received certain
IRR, the rest of the cash flows are
distributed to private investors only

Capped return for the government increases the
expected IRR for private investors. This distribution
increases the compensation for good performance.
This in turn creates a strong incentive for the private
investors to incentivise the general partners to make
successful investments and add value to portfolio
companies

UK/regional venture capital funds
Australia/pre-seed fund Chile/CORFU

Limiting the profits
entitlement of the public
investor

Buy-put option for private
investors.

Private investors are given the option to
buy the share of the government at (or
until) a specific point of time at
predetermined price (typically nominal
price + interest)

The effects on the IRR of private LP are similar to
the “capped return” structure. However, there are
two additional benefits: (1) the buy-out option gives
both the public and the private LP an opportunity to
demonstrate success earlier and more visibly than in
the capped return alternative; (2) in the case of
success, government gets a quick exit from the fund
and can reinvest the money instead of waiting for
the returns on fund termination

Israel/Yozma New Zealand/New
Zealand venture investment fund

Downside protection Downside protection means the
government underwriting losses from
the portfolio

Downside protection helps support the IRR, when
partial loss of invested capital is probable

Germany/WFG Germany/tbg & KfW
France/SOFARIS Denmark/the equity
guarantee program

Guarantee of compensation
to the private investor for
loss of invested capital

Fund operating costs Government subsidises the
management company to cover some of
the costs from running the fund

Subsidies create an effect similar to the structure
with asymmetric timing of cash flows. Magnitude
of the effect depends on the size of subsidy

Europe/European seed capital scheme Not examined

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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funds and the investment process of the partnership. The
investors are legally constrained from a direct involve-
ment in the operation of the fund in order to secure
preferential tax advantages. Thus, full autonomy over
investment activity is given to them despite the gen-
eral partners typically providing no more than 1% of the
fund’s total committed capital (Gilson, 2003; Sahlman,
1990; Schmidt and Wahrenburg, 2003).

While the GP acts as a professional intermedi-
ary mitigating the inherent uncertainty, asymmetric
information, and agency costs that would arise if insti-
tutions invested directly in new ventures (Amit et
al., 1998; Barry et al., 1990; Bergemann and Hege,
1998; Megginson and Weiss, 1991), the contractu-
ally defined, non-involvement role of limited partners
introduces the same conflicting interests between the
general and limited partners. The resulting problems of
moral hazard and self-interested behaviour are addressed
by ex ante contractual measures and by compensa-
tion structures that are strongly incentivising to fund
managers.

To align the interests of LP and GPs, in a typical
fund structure the compensation of the GP is highly
dependent on the commercial success of the fund. The
GP typically receives of a 20% share of the net capital
gain of the fund (Litvak, 2004; Sahlman, 1990; Schmidt
and Wahrenburg, 2003). This participation by the GP
in the investment returns is known as ‘carried interest’.
Before being allowed to participate in any capital distri-
bution, GPs are often contractually required to return the
LPs’ total drawn-down capital with a minimum agreed
level of interest, i.e. the ‘hurdle rate’ (Gompers and
Lerner, 1999; Schmidt and Wahrenburg, 2003). Once
the hurdle is met, the GP ‘catches up’ the distributed
profits of LPs by receiving all of the capital gains until
the agreed carry ratio has been reached. In addition to
these capital gain incentives, the GP usually receives
an annual management fee of approximately 2–2.5%
of the total committed capital of the fund (Schmidt
and Wahrenburg, 2003). This fee is primarily levied to
cover the agent’s costs in operating the investment activ-
ities of the fund. It is not intended by the LPs to be
U
N

C
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seen as a significant and separate source of profit for
the managers.6 Thus, the fee income to the GP may
often taper towards the end of the fund’s fixed life
in order to reflect the gradual lessening of activity by
the GP.

6 However, the annual fees rates to GPs have appeared remarkably
insensitive to the growth of funds under management over time thereby
creating a significant source of net income to managers (Zider, 1998;
Gompers and Lerner, 1999).
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When a government supported venture capital pro-
gram seeks to use private sector fund managers in order
to invest in a market area or investment stage with tra-
ditionally unattractive returns, the GP faces a similar
situation to the private sector LPs. If the compensation
structure is identical to those of venture capital funds
operating at other (later) stages of the investment cycle,
the returns to the management partners of a governmen-
tal program are likely to be lower. This is particularly
the case given that the targeted early-stage investments
frequently employ smaller funds (i.e. lower fee incomes)
and yield lower returns (i.e. a smaller ‘carry’) as found
by Murray and Marriott (1998). Thus, the typical private
sector structure will not be attractive in these challeng-
ing circumstances. If significant changes are not made to
skew the risk reward trade-off there is a real danger of the
adverse selection of less experienced venture capitalists
with lower opportunity costs.

3. Simulation model

3.1. Objectives and organisation of the model

As noted, it is difficult to compare and contrast the
effects of existing structures because of the idiosyncratic
character of individual programs and their contexts.
Therefore, we construct a simulation of an archetypical
investment process undertaken by a generic, early-stage
venture capital fund. This model is used to study the
effects of profit distribution and compensation structures
on the expected returns of limited and general partners,
respectively.

Our interests are directed towards three defining ques-
tions:

1. Firstly, how do the different profit distribution struc-
tures alter the scale and allocation of returns to private
and public limited partners? That is, do the structures
create sufficient incentives for the private sector insti-
tutional investors to participate in markets that would
otherwise be commercially unattractive?

2. Secondly, what are the roles and effects of carry, hur-
dle rate and catch-up in the typical compensation
structure of the general partner? How can the com-
pensation structure be altered and what are its limits
in increasing expected compensation?

3. Finally, how do the profit distribution between pri-
vate and public limited partners and compensation
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

of general partners interact? Can such structures be 377

designed that would maintain the incentives to partic- 378

ipate for both the LPs and the GP in an environment 379

of low investment returns? 380

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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Table 2
The parameters of the simulation model

Fund
Lifetime 10 years
Investment window 4 years
No. of investment targets 15
No. of rounds per investment 3
Round interval 2 years
Investment arrival Equally spaced

Investors
Share of governmental investor 49.5%
Share of private investors 49.5%
Share of general partner 1%

Scenarios Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Multiples
Outcome 1 0.2 0.2 0.5
Outcome 2 0.5 0.75 1.5
Outcome 3 1.5 2.0 3.0
Outcome 4 2.5 3.0 4.0

Probabilities
Outcome 1 10% 10% 10%
Outcome 2 40% 40% 40%
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Outcome 3 40% 40% 40%
Outcome 4 10% 10% 10%

We study these question with a stochastic simulation
mployed to model the investment activity of an early-
tage VC fund. We use a simulated investment process
o model the performance of a fund that consists of up
o 15 portfolio investments. The development of each
enture is modelled with a three level scenario tree, each
evel corresponding to one of three sequential investment
ounds in the venture. At each node of the tree, the ven-
ure capitalist assesses the profitability of the investment
ased on the expected outcomes. To examine the effect
f these structures on the distribution of rewards between
ifferent partner types, we simulate the outcomes of 250
f these funds under a range of expected return levels.
he components of the simulation and the parameters are
etailed below. A summary of the parameters is provided
n Table 2.

.2. Investment process

We give the venture capital fund a fixed life of 10
ears, i.e. the standard industry arrangement (Sahlman,
990). In order to ensure a sufficient period for the
evelopment of the portfolio firms, we assume an invest-
U
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ent window lasting for the first 4 years of the life of
he fund. Investments in the fund’s portfolio arrive at
qually spaced intervals over this period. Each invest-
ent has the opportunity, dependent on performance,
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of two additional investment rounds and an exit (sale
or abandonment) from the fund. With 2 years between
rounds, each investment can be held maximum of 6 years
in the portfolio.

At each round, the GP assesses the venture according
to its expected outcomes and makes a ‘go/no go’ decision
whether or not to continue to finance the portfolio firm
(Gompers, 1995). The decision is based on whether or
not the expected returns from the focal investment exceed
the required return set for the fund. As we are examining
government backed hybrid funds investing in market fail-
ure areas, we recognise that the funds have goals beyond
the maximizing of commercial returns. Thus, we assume
that these funds do not have a return requirement that
would fully match risk-adjusted returns from alternative
investment targets. However, we limit our analyses to
situations where investments are made in ventures that
are expected to return at least the capital invested, i.e.
the required return is effectively non-negative.

When the venture reaches the exit phase after a max-
imum of three rounds of finance, the investment is
liquidated and the residual value is returned as cash
directly to the LPs of the fund. Once the stipulated hurdle
return rate is met for the drawn-down finance, the general
partner also participates with the limited partners in any
further distributions at the agreed ratio of the carry. Stan-
dard industry practice replicated by our model is that,
after achieving the hurdle rate of return, the GP receives
all future capital gains up until the point at which its
share of the existing capital gain of the fund reaches 20%
(Gompers and Lerner, 1999; Schmidt and Wahrenburg,
2003). From this time on, all future returns are shared
80:20 between the LPs and GP, respectively (Gompers
and Lerner, 1999). After all the portfolio investments are
liquidated, either via a market exit or by project abandon-
ment within the fixed duration of the fund, the cumulated
net capital gains are calculated for all parties.

3.3. Portfolio companies and scenarios

We design the portfolio of the venture capitalist to
consist of 15 identical early-stage investments, follow-
ing the example and parameterisation of Murray and
Marriott (1998). The development of a new venture is
simplified to three stages corresponding to the initial
financing on entering the portfolio and two follow-on
investment rounds. At the end of each investment period,
the venture has four development outcomes expressed
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

as a multiple of the change in the value of the venture 452

over the preceding 2 years. In total, the scenario struc- 453

ture results in a maximum of 64 different outcomes (i.e. 454

43) after the third stage. The terminal value of the ven- 455
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and the general partner. To compare the profit distribu- 539

tion characteristics of the structures, we simulate for each 540

structure the terminal performance of 250 random funds, 541

under a range of gross return levels.9 542

7 We use 5% to approximate the long-term risk-free return rate. See
the analysis below for the sensitivity considerations of this parameter
choice.
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ture is determined by the success of each investment
round as the portfolio firm moves from stage to stage
over the 6-year period. This portfolio development is
randomised using VC industry estimated probabilities
for each of the four investment outcomes over each of
the three consecutive financing stages.

3.4. Expected market situation

The expected outcomes from an investment are deter-
mined both by the success of the venture while in the
portfolio and by the prevailing conditions of the exit
market once the GP seeks to liquidate its investment.
To combine both these characteristics and to obtain a
realistic distribution for the venture values, we first cal-
culate indexed values for the ventures and then link them
to exogenously adjusted market levels.

To obtain the terminal values, we use the value mul-
tiples provided by Murray and Marriott (1998) from
an international survey (Europe/US) of the early-stage
venture capital industry. These multiples provide the dis-
tribution for the potential terminal values of the ventures
at the last (third) stage. To link this distribution to exoge-
nously adjusted market levels, we convert these absolute
values to a relative index using the highest possible out-
come as a benchmark. This scales the 64 outcomes to
relative values between zero and one. We then link these
relative values to market values that correspond to the
given return level. This gives us a means to control
the expected return level exogenously, still maintain-
ing a realistic distribution of outcomes for an individual
investment.

3.5. Alternative profit distribution and
compensation structures

The fund structure consists of two distinctive parts:
the compensation of the GP and the profit distribution
between public and private LPs. To define the GP’s com-
pensation structure, we use an industry standard structure
(Gompers and Lerner, 1999; Sahlman, 1990). The GP
receives an annual management fee of 2.5% of the com-
mitted fund size and is rewarded with a 20% share of
the fund’s net capital gain (with catch-up) after achiev-
ing an annualised hurdle return to the LPs of 5% for
the drawn-down funds. As noted, it is assumed that the
fee income only covers operational costs and does not
constitute a significant source of profit for the GP. For
U
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a small, early-stage VC fund, this is an entirely realis-
tic assumption. Further, GPs are themselves required to
provide an investment of 1% of the fund size (Gilson,
2003; Gompers and Lerner, 1999; Sahlman, 1990). We
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start from this standard structure but vary the parameters
as we proceed with the analysis.

For the profit distribution between the private and
public investors (LPs), we use four alternative distribu-
tion structures with each compared against a benchmark
structure. In the standard, private sector, venture capital
fund structure, all LPs invest on equal terms (pari passu)
with no distinction between private and public investors.
We use this model as a benchmark in order to study how
the profit distribution is altered when we change this
structure:

• LP structure 1: Investments are timed so that govern-
ment invests first followed by the private investors.

• LP structure 2: Government investment is provided as
a loan with fixed interest level (5% p.a.) and preferred
payments.7

• LP structure 3: The total profits of government are
capped at a predetermined level (of 5% p.a.).8

• LP structure 4: Government provides a down-side
guarantee covering 75% of any capital losses of pri-
vate investors.

Each of the four structures is independently applied in
the simulation. That multiple distribution structures are
used simultaneously in extant programs is recognised by
the authors. However, it is important initially to deter-
mine the contribution of individual structures before
testing more complex combinations. Table 3 summarises
the tested structures of general and limited partners.

4. Findings

To examine the differences in the profit distribution
structures (LPs) and the effects of the compensation
structure (GP), we simulate the investments and out-
comes of a venture capital fund under each structure
and analyse the ensuing returns and compensation for
the private limited partners, the public limited partner
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

8 See Footnote 6.
9 We use the same 250 randomized funds with all market levels

and incentive structures. The number of simulated funds is restricted
by the feasibility of computationally heavy modelling. However, with
250 observations, the confidence interval for means at the confidence

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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Table 3
The tested profit distribution and compensation structures of limited and general partners

Profit distribution structures
Pari passu (benchmark model) The standard venture capital fund structure where LPs invest on equal terms (pari

passu) with no distinction between private and public investors

Government invests first (LP structure 1) The public investor’s committed capital is fully drawn down before calls on the private
LPs

Government loan investment (LP structure 2) Government’s investment is made as loan. Effectively, the government has preferred
fixed return of 5% on its invested capital

Government return capped (LP structure 3) The returns of the public LP are limited to a predetermined level of 5%, and the
remaining profits are distributed only to the private LPs and the GP

Downside guarantee (LP structure 4) The governmental investor provides a guarantee for private investors, which covers
75% of the project investment losses of private LPs including the GP’s capital
contribution to the fund

Components of general partner’s compensation
Fee income General partner takes an annual charge of 2.5% on the total LP funds committed

Carried interest General partner’s share of the net capital gains exceeding hurdle rate. Benchmark
value is 20%

Hurdle rate Rate defining the return level on the committed capital after which the profits are
considered net capital gain, subject to carry. Benchmark is set at 5%

Catch-up After hurdle is met, there may be a catch-up period during which the net capital gains
are directed solely to general partner until it has received the carried interest of 20%.
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Our study is based on the premise that the govern-
ents seek to attract private investors to invest and

ompetent venture capitalists to manage funds in prob-
ematic markets. Given this assumption, the LPs and GPs
argeted have an opportunity cost that is defined by the
lternative compensation that they can receive from man-
ging and investing in funds operating in more attractive
isk capital markets. Thus, in order to study how the
xisting compensation structures function in creating
ncentives for private sector actors to participate in sup-
osedly high risk/low return markets, we compare how
ffectively the structures help maintain the compensation
nd returns of GPs and LPs, should the expected return
evels be lower than that provided by their opportunity
osts.

The opportunity costs of the private sector actors
ill vary across countries due to differences in both

he national, investor return levels as well as institution-
lised practices influencing the compensation of GPs.
U
N
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ccordingly, we present our analyses and results for a
ontinuum of opportunity costs. However, for the sake
f presentation, we illustrate the effectiveness of the

evel of 95% is approximately ±1 × 10−4, which we consider to be
ufficient.
E
Dachieved, future profits are distributed 20/80 between general and

structures to maintain expected returns, and we elaborate
the consequences using a single reference point against
which we compare the structures. To select a represen-
tative reference point or benchmark, we assume that the
expected average return from the available alternative
funds equals the European annualised pooled returns to
all private equity, i.e. a long run return of 9.5% (EVCA,
2005). While this choice of a single opportunity cost is
somewhat arbitrary, our results are not constrained by
this illustrative device.

In addition, we differentiate between the gross returns
from the underlying portfolio and the net returns to the
investors after the costs of GP’s carry and fee. While
typically the returns from VC funds are expressed in
terms of net returns,10 we compare both the LPs’ net
returns and GP’s compensation against the gross returns
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

10 The exact meaning or the returns to a VC fund is not a trivial
issue. Returns are often expressed gross, net, on theoretical valuation
guidelines or on the results of cash to cash realised transactions. It is
not easy in practice to determine the real performance of an extant VC
fund.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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Fig. 2. Median returns for the private and public investors (limited partners) at different levels of portfolio return. The solid line presents the returns
lines pr
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to private investors and the dashed line to the public investor. Dotted
the returns of the pari passu model are presented in grey. In each cha
IRR of investors.

returns’ to refer to returns for LPs, and ‘gross return’
to refer to the return from the portfolio of investments
without costs subtracted.

4.1. Division of returns between investors

4.1.1. Characteristics of the profit distribution
structures

Fig. 2 presents the results of the simulation of the
return profiles for each of the four alternative profit dis-
tribution structures compared with the pari passu model.
The horizontal axis presents the pooled returns from the
simulated portfolios. These are the gross returns from
the portfolio before subtracting any management costs.
The vertical axis represents the net return to the limited
partners after the management costs and GP compensa-
tion have been deducted. For each structure, the black
lines present the returns for private (solid line) and pub-
U
N
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lic investors (dashed line). These are contrasted to the
equivalent returns of the pari passu model (grey line) to
illustrate the effects of the asymmetric structures on the
subsequent profit distribution.11

11 Should the level of the hurdle differ from the 5% that is used here
as an example, the horizontal step caused by the hurdle in the return
E
Desent the 25th and 75th percentile of the returns. For the comparison,

zontal axis presents the IRR from the portfolio, and vertical axis the

We observe the four LP structures to have differing
effects on the profit distributions. First, the asymmet-
ric timing of the cash flows of private and public
investors (LP structure 1) produces an apparent lat-
eral shift improving the profits of the LPs. The shorter
investment period of private investors increases their
internal rate of return, while the correspondingly pro-
longed investment period for the public investor has the
opposite effect. However, the shorter investment period
also emphasises the effect of losses. Structure 1 results
in larger losses to private LPs than to the public investor
should the fund perform poorly enough.

Second, in the structure where the government’s share
of capital is provided as a fixed rate loan (LP structure 2),
the change in the profit distribution is characterised by
the leverage effect. As the return to the public investor is
constant at all return levels, the private investors’ out-
come is higher than the pari passu return when the
portfolio returns are higher than the cost of the debt.
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

Similarly, the returns to private investors are lower than 623

that of the public investor when the fund returns are lower 624

than the interest charged on the government’s loan. 625

profile moves either towards the upper right corner with higher hurdle
or to lower left corner with a lower hurdle.
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Fig. 3. General partner’s expected compensation under different compensation structures. Point A marks the benchmark compensation of the general
p urdle r
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the expected compensation from a fund with expected net 683
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artner. Point B denotes the enhancement in compensation, when the h
ossible market level at which the benchmark compensation is availab
re distributed to general partner.

While the two structures above alter the profit distri-
ution across all return levels, the capping of government
eturns (LP structure 3) and the guarantee (LP structure
) have only a partial effect on the profit distribution.
he profit cap restricts the government returns to a
re-specified level, thus increasing the return to pri-
ate investors when fund returns exceed this level. The
uarantee effects the profit distribution only where the
nvested capital is partially or wholly lost, i.e. effectively
ith IRR levels below zero. In this case, the losses of pri-
ate investors are reduced as government covers them to
pre-specified proportion.

.1.2. Effectiveness of the profit distribution
tructures

The differences observed in the effects of the LP struc-
ures mark also differences in the ability of the structures
o increase the private LPs’ expected returns when the
und invests in early-stage markets with a high proba-
ility of low returns. In Fig. 2, the effectiveness of the
tructures in increasing the expected returns of private
Ps in is analysed using European average return as a
oint of reference.

In each section of Fig. 2, point A marks the Euro-
ean benchmark return. Under a pari passu structure, this
enchmark return of 9.5% net, requires a gross return of
ortfolio IRR of 11.3%, the difference of 1.8 percentage
nits illustrating the impact of the running costs of the
und including the compensation of the GP. The point B
ndicates the expected gross return required to produce
he benchmark net return (9.5%) to the private LPs, when
U
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ne of the examined distribution structures is used. For
xample, with the staged cash flows (LP structure 1), the
rivate LPs earn IRR of 9.5% when the expected gross
eturn from the portfolio is 2.9%. For the loan struc-
E
D

 P
R

Oate is removed from the compensation structure. Point C is the lowest
general partner. At this point the level of carry is 100%, i.e. all profits

ture and the structure with capped public LP returns, the
corresponding gross returns are 9.4% and 8.7%, respec-
tively. The guarantee model (LP structure 4) does not
alter the expected returns on these return levels.

Thus, it appears that the structure with asymmetric
timing of government and private investments (LP 1) is
the most effective of the modelled alternatives in improv-
ing the returns to the LPs, i.e. helping private investors
meet their opportunity cost. The two models where gov-
ernment loans the fund its share of capital or caps its own
share of profits produce nearly identical results. Given
the leverage effect, both increase performance mainly
at the upper end of expected fund returns. They pro-
vide only a slight enhancement of returns to the private
investors at lower return levels.12

4.2. The compensation of the general partner

4.2.1. Effects of the components
Fig. 3 reports the results of the simulations which test

the specific effects of the hurdle, catch-up, and carry on
the compensation of the GP. The figure presents the GP’s
median compensation for different compensation struc-
tures as a percentage of the benchmark compensation.
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

return cap were 0%, which would produce the largest leverage for the
private investor in these models (assuming that the initial capital is
returned to government), this would lower the sustainable expected
gross return level to 7.4% (for loan structure) and 6.5% (for profit cap
structure).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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hurdle rate of 5%, catch up, a carry of 20%, and a pari
passu structure for LPs). We calculate the net present
value of the expected cash flows of the GP for the alterna-
tive structures and compare them against this benchmark
opportunity cost.13 Point A marks this benchmark level
of compensation.

The development of the GP’s compensation as the
function of the gross returns of the portfolio follows the
expected form. The carried interest starts to increase the
expected compensation when the gross returns exceed
the hurdle rate. After this point, the compensation
approaches rapidly the levels of the compensation
offered by a structure where the hurdle rate is ignored.
Due to the catch-up, the nominal compensation is
ultimately identical on higher performance levels
with and without the hurdle. The difference between
the two is solely due to the difference in net present
values occasioned by the timing of the cash flows. The
better the performance of the portfolio, the smaller this
difference becomes.

Therefore, when compared to the benchmark (point
A), the structure that ignores the hurdle rate provides
only a modest increase in the compensation of the GP,
thus allowing only a small decrease in the expected
gross returns in order to maintain the incentives to par-
ticipate (point B). This reduced effect is due to the
catch-up provision, as without the catch-up, the expected
compensation of GP would be significantly lower, as
demonstrated by the line labelled “no catch-up”.

It appears that the most effective way to increase the
compensation of the GP is to alter the carry ratio. Fig. 3
presents a hypothetical structure that has a carry ratio of
100% and has no hurdle. In this case, all the profits of
the fund a fund are directed to the GP, thus providing the
highest possible compensation level. This extreme struc-
ture provides the benchmark compensation to the GP
with the expected gross returns of 3.1%. This is the low-
est level of fund performance at which the GP’s compen-
U
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sation can be maintained with the given opportunity cost.

4.2.2. Limitations of the carry compensation
A carry ratio of 100% is obviously unrealistic as it

implies that LPs would agree only to have their capital

13 The chosen discount factor (20%) affects the relative weights of
the initial investments and the carried interest. As a result, the lower the
discount factor, the higher the expected compensation and, accordingly,
the further to the left of the chart the compensation curves are placed.
However, as the timing of the cash flows does not change between
the compensation alternatives, the relative changes between different
compensation structures are small with respect to the discount factor.
See Footnote 15 for details on the effects of the discount factor on the
results.
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Rmark opportunity cost, when the GP receives a carry of 20% with

catch-up, after meeting a hurdle of 5%. The numbers next to circles
mark the opportunity cost of each curve.

returned. When the disparity between the opportunity
cost and the expected portfolio return is small, a lower
increase in carried interest is sufficient to maintain the
GP’s level of compensation. Fig. 4 presents the result
from the simulations reporting, for a given market level,
the required carry ratio that maintains the compensation
of the GP at the level of its opportunity cost. The results
are reported as a set of indifference curves, for which
the compensation of GP is held constant. The decreased
compensation resulting from lower expected portfolio
returns is compensated with a higher carry to the GP.14

These indifference curves are reported for a set of oppor-
tunity costs, marked with the corresponding expected
gross returns.

Increasing the carry ratio offers a means for increas-
ing the compensation of the GP at modest levels of
performance discrepancy. The higher the opportunity
cost (i.e. the higher the expected gross return from the
portfolio), the higher is the amount of profits in abso-
lute terms. Therefore, a relatively modest increase in
the carry ratio is sufficient to compensate the GP for
decreased expected returns. However, the lower the lev-
els of expected returns, the less the fund generates
in absolute terms. Accordingly, with low opportunity
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

costs, the carry ratio required to maintain the compensa- 751

tion rapidly approaches 100%. For the benchmark case, 752

the line marked as “11%” in Fig. 4 presents the set 753

14 In practice, carried interest percentage is toughly negotiated and
unlikely to exceed 30% (see e.g. Gompers and Lerner, 1999; Schmidt
and Wahrenburg, 2003; Litvak, 2004). However, this analysis is made
in order to show the theoretical limits of the compensation structures.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021
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f required carry ratios. As the expected gross returns
ecrease, the carry required to maintain the compensa-
ion increases along the curve until it reaches a limit
hen all profits are directed to the GP. This point, where

xpected gross returns are 3.1%, is marked with point C
corresponding to point C in Fig. 3).15

.3. Interaction and limits of the profit distribution
nd compensation structures

The analyses above have demonstrated how the
eturns and compensation of the LPs and GP are affected
y different types of profit distribution and compensa-
ion structures. So far, the analyses have treated investors
nd managers separately in order to illustrate the effects
f the mechanisms. However, given our premise that the
overnments are interested in involving private actors as
oth investors and managers in hybrid funds, we next
xamine if the returns and compensation of the both par-
ies can be maintained simultaneously. Additionally, we
resent the results for a continuum of opportunity cost, in
ontrast to the fixed benchmark utilized in the analyses
bove. It is important to note that in the analyses below,
e model only the expected direct costs of GP compen-

ation. Thus, the analyses do not consider the potential
ndirect agency costs from ex post opportunism. There-
ore, the simulation results form a best case scenario
ssuming no moral hazard. In other words, the simula-
ions produce upper boundaries of the levels of market
ailure that the different structures could correct via
rofit distribution at given gross return levels. It is also
mportant to note that the simulation does not assume
elationships between the distribution model and gross
U
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eturns. The potential effects of distribution and com-
ensation models on gross returns (e.g. self-selection
nfluencing the quality of investors) are discussed in
ection 5.16

15 To illustrate the effect of GP’s discount factor on the results pre-
ented above, we re-ran the simulation and analyses using different
iscount factors. For our default discount of 20%, we concluded that
he lowest feasible return level for sustained compensation is 3.1%.

ith discount of 10% it is 3.0% and with discount of 0%, the result is
.9%. Thus, the overall effect of the discount factor is small.
16 We thank an anonymous reviewer of paying attention to the impor-
ance of considering the effects of distribution and compensation

odels influencing the self-selection and behaviour of investors with
otentially significant effects on the performance of the funds. Given
till relatively limited empirical research on the effects of the incen-
ive structures in government sponsored venture capital funds on their
ross IRR, we chose to not make assumptions on the magnitude of
ffects. Instead, our modelling provides the net returns in a range of
ross returns allowing readers to easily test their own assumptions con-
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Olevel for the private LPs using different distribution structures. Dashed
black line presents the same analysis for the GP. Dashed grey line
presents the points where opportunity cost and lowest feasible return
level are equal.

The results of our simulation analyses for the inter-
action, and the limits to the LP and GP structures, are
presented in Fig. 5. The horizontal axis present the
expected gross return of an alternative portfolio from
a private sector fund, i.e. the opportunity cost of the GP
and private LPs. The vertical axis presents the lowest
feasible gross return level. The solid black lines report
the lowest feasible expected gross returns from the port-
folio for the analysed profit distribution structures, given
the costs of the GP’s carry compensation required. That
is, for the given opportunity cost, the lines present the
lowest expected return levels at which the structures are
able to maintain the same level of returns (for the pri-
vate LPs) and compensation (for the GP) as the private
actors receive. This analysis essentially incorporates the
required carry ratios reported in Fig. 4 to the distribu-
tion structures reported in Fig. 2 in order to analyse their
overall effect on the feasibility of structures.

The dashed grey line at an angle of 45◦ presents the
points where the opportunity cost and the lowest feasible
return level are equal. Correspondingly, the area below
the line marks the combinations where structures extend
the participation to funds with return levels lower than the
opportunity cost. Should the combination of opportunity
cost and lowest feasible return levels fall below the line,
then the structure does not offer means to increase the
returns of private LPs in funds targeting markets with
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

lower expected returns.. The examination is limited to 816

the expected return levels above 5%, since at this point, 817

the compensation of the GP in the benchmark structure 818

cerning the impacts of distribution structures on the gross returns (e.g.
Fig. 2).
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falls to zero. To compare these results with the earlier
ones, the point A marks the benchmark opportunity cost
and equals the lowest feasible return level. Point C (as
in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4) marks the lowest feasible level
of portfolio return (3.1%) for the benchmark of gross
returns of 11.3%.

Depending on the structure used, the incentives of
the private LPs to participate are maintained with vary-
ing success. The asymmetric timing of the cash flows
(LP 1) offers the greatest increase in the returns, thus
allowing highest disparity between the opportunity cost
and the lowest feasible gross return from the portfolio.
Depending on the opportunity cost, this structure allows
up to 9% lower expected gross returns compared to the
opportunity cost. The loan structure (LP 2) and the struc-
ture where the profits of the public investor are capped
(LP 3) produce more modest returns. They offer a higher
increase in returns when the opportunity cost is high,
and converge to the pari passu structure (that is, the
dashed line) at the lower end of the opportunity costs. The
guarantee structure (LP 4) does not offer any increased
returns for the private LPs, as its returns coincide with
those of the pari passu structure when the expected gross
returns are non-negative.

The lowest, dashed line, presents the various combi-
nations of the opportunity cost and the lowest feasible
return level for the GP. It appears that at the return lev-
els of our benchmark and above, the compensation of
the GP is the least restricting element, as it allows the
lowest feasible IRR from the portfolio. However, if the
opportunity cost is lower than the benchmark, the com-
pensation of the GP becomes the restricting condition if
the structure of asymmetric timing is used for the profit
distribution of LPs. While the asymmetric timing struc-
ture could maintain the returns of the private LPs also
on lower return levels, the simultaneous compensation
of the GP would require a carry ratio of over 100%,
thereby limiting the set of theoretically feasible return
levels.

In total, it appears that depending on the opportu-
nity costs of the private sector actors, the ability of the
examined profit distribution and compensation struc-
tures to enhance the incentives of the GPs and LPs to
participate is limited to modest levels of discrepancy in
the expected gross returns. Furthermore, this enhance-
ment in the returns is contingent on the structure used.
Our simulations indicate that largest difference between
the expected return from the opportunity cost and the
U
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targeted low return markets is approximately nine per-
centage units, when the structure with asymmetric timing
is used. Should the public investor decide to involve only
private GPs to manage public funds but seek no invest-
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ment from private LPs, the limitations are less severe at
the higher end of the scale.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we set out to examine the characteristics
and limitations of profit distribution and compensa-
tion structures targeted to attract private sector actors
in publicly co-financed venture capital funds focusing
on market failure areas. Prior research focusing on the
same problem has relied primarily on case analysis (e.g.
Gilson, 2003), providing deep insights but making it dif-
ficult to differentiate the specific characteristics of the
structures from the idiosyncratic characteristics of the
context in the case countries. In order to allow direct
comparison and analysis of the profit distribution and
compensation structures in a generic context, we have
resorted to quantitative modelling and simulation. This
allows us to directly compare the effects of alternative
structures on our archetype early-stage VC fund.

In our stochastic simulation, we have used models
based on existing profit distribution and compensation
structures currently employed by governments. We find
that, of the examined distribution structures, asymmet-
rically timed public and private investments offers the
highest increase in the returns for the private LP after the
direct costs of the compensation of the GP are subtracted.
It therefore provides the most effective mechanism to
skew the distribution of profits and thereby to create
greater incentives for private investors to participate.
Both of the structures, where public participation comes
in the form of a loan or the returns of the public investor
are capped, offer smaller increases in the returns for the
LP. However, as their effect is most marked at higher
performance levels, these profit distribution structures
paradoxically only work in an environment where the
need for asymmetric distribution is less pressing. The
guarantee structure fails to increase the incentives to
participate from the standard structure.

The compensation of the general partner, based a
fixed share of capital gains, is similarly compromised
when the market returns are significantly lower than
the GP’s opportunity cost. The carry mechanism offers
only limited means to increase the compensation. When
examining the conditions where both the LPs and
GP have proper incentives to participate, we find, as
expected, that the costs of increasing the compensation
of the GP reduces the positive effect of profit distribution
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

structures. 917

We also find that the conditions needed for the 918

distribution and compensation structures to work for 919

both LPs and the GP are rapidly compromised as 920
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he fund/portfolio performance reduces. Depending on
he fund return levels pertaining in the fully commer-
ial private equity/venture capital markets, the highest
easible difference to the expected returns of a pub-
icly co-financed, hybrid venture capital fund is from
ve to nine percentage units. We found that the only
rofit distribution structure that would attract private
ector participation into challenging early-stage market
egments, where such targeted funds are expected to
roduce returns significantly lower (i.e. less than 5%,
ssuming opportunity cost of investing in the average
und of combined VC and PE market), is the asymmetric
iming of the cash flows.

The paper has important implications for the several
overnments presently enacting or considering various
odels of public support for venture capital activities in

arly-stage investments (see Table 1). Given that these
istribution and compensation structures have been cre-
ted to address the historically long run, low returns
f specialist, early stage and new technology venture
unds in VC markets (other than the US), the relatively
ow enhancements the structures are able to generate
o returns and compensation are alarming. Although
hese structures can clearly boost the returns in condi-
ions of a moderate market failure, they are of limited
ffectiveness in the most difficult and problematic areas
nless these schemes also have the effect of improving
he quality of investors and subsequent gross returns.
s a consequence, governments will not be able to

ely on such programs alone to improve the supply of
arly-stage finance. They are likely to have to address
ther related issues, in particular improving the frame-
ork conditions that will encourage the participation
f more skilled and experienced entrepreneurs in key
echnology sectors (Armour and Cumming, 2004; Da
U
N

C
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R
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in et al., 2006; European Commission, 2005; HM
reasury and Small Business Service, 2001; OECD,
004).17

17 For instance, based on an econometric analysis of the development
f venture capital in 15 countries over a period of 14 years, Cumming
nd Armour (2006) conclude: “Generally, the results indicate the road
o establishing Silicon Valley like equity market outside the US is
aved with favourable tax laws and legal structures that accommodate
he establishment of private equity funds, liberal bankruptcy laws that
rovide little or no time to discharge for entrepreneurs, and at most only
very small scope for direct government investment programs.” Simi-

arly, Da Rin et al. (2006) conclude based on their econometric analysis
f the determinants of early-stage venture capital: “. . . we believe our
esults have a clear message: sensible policy should consider a wider
et of policies than simply channeling more funds into venture cap-
tal.” More specifically, they conclude: “we find that policies which
ncrease the expected return of innovative projects are more successful
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Secondly, this finding suggests that it is extremely
important to consider how such schemes could be
designed to catalyse the involvement of more profes-
sional investors.18 This implication adds to the emerging
literature supporting structures in government sponsored
venture capital programs that reward good performance,
i.e. promoting upside incentives, rather than protecting
against losses via downside guarantees (Avnimelech and
Teubal, 2006; Gilson, 2003; Hirsch, 2006; Maula and
Murray, 2003; Murray and Marriott, 1998).

We want to emphasise that our analyses are based on
the distribution of given returns (for LPs) and expected
compensation (for GP). Therefore, our analysis on the
effects of the expected costs of the GP compensation
on the LP returns (Section 4.3) is based on the direct
costs of the GP compensation. That is, we do not include
any indirect agency costs resulting from the GP’s ex
post behaviour. Essentially, we make an assumption that
should the performance be poor, and consequently, the
expected compensation from the carried interested be
lower than the ex ante expectation, the GP does not
changes its effort allocation or risk taking over the life
of the fund. While the legal agreements between general
and limited partners as well as the adverse implications
of fund failure on the venture capitalist’s reputation usu-
ally tie the general partner to the fund for its duration, it is
reasonable to assume in practice that the missing incen-
tives are likely to affect the total effort contributed by the
management. Any lessening of the GP’s interest or com-
mitment is likely to further adversely influence the fund’s
performance. Thus, in a sense, our results represent the
best case scenario, where the GP continues to honour
fully its duties regardless of its incentives. Any deterio-
ration in the commitment and performance of the GP will
exacerbate the scale of the problem the structures seek
to address. How much do these agency concerns affect
the performance of the funds and further deteriorate the
effectiveness of the studied structures, is an interesting
question for future research.

Two additional avenues for further research stem
from the static nature of our treatise. First, we have
started from the assumption that supporting the cre-
ibution and compensation structures in publicly and privately
0.1016/j.respol.2007.02.021

ation of new enterprises through private sector investors 1001

creates positive, indirect returns to the government 1002

(Achleitner and Klöckner, 2005; Alemany and Martı́, 1003

in altering the composition of venture capital markets towards early
stage projects and projects in high-tech industries.”
18 For instance, current research (Zarutskie, 2006) tells that the most

important success factor in first-time early-stage venture capital funds
is that the investment team includes both serial entrepreneur(s) and
experienced venture capitalist(s).
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2005; BVCA, 2004a,b; Engel and Keilbach, 2002;
European Commission, 2003; EVCA, 2002; Kortum
and Lerner, 2000; NVCA, 2002; Romain and van
Pottelsberghe, 2004). Therefore, the redistribution of
fund profits from the public to private sectors is believed
to have a net public benefit over the longer term.
However, there is still fairly limited research on the
total economic and welfare effects of venture capital
on the economy. Tracing these effects would require
a dynamic approach to the consequences of govern-
ment intervention on the venture capital industry. While
existing research appears encouraging, it falls far short
of quantifying these benefits. Therefore, a precise and
credible assessment of the trade-offs between foregone
returns and alternative, indirect benefits to the govern-
ment investor, is problematic. The absence of a tested and
robust, general evaluation methodology that can be used
in assessing the multiple impacts of these fund leverage
schemes for early-stage venture investments remains a
serious and urgent shortcoming of contemporary policy
decision making.

Second, focusing only on the characteristics of the
distribution and compensation structures and their effect
on expected returns for LPs and GP, we do not con-
sider who will be attracted to manage or invest in these
funds. With an unattractive risk reward trade-off, it is
only the inexperienced and untested management teams
that are prepared to pay this ‘cost of entry’ in order to
become part of the VC industry. Additionally, down-side
guarantees and up-side incentives may have differential
effects in attracting low and high quality GPs. While
these assumptions appear valid, their testing and further
elaboration requires further research.
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